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ABSTHACT 

A tv/o channel,   predetection diversity combiner is described.    The 
combiner uses   two commuicial telemetry  receivers  as  a basis;   the nee- 
essary siibchaascs wore constructed to (1)  combine  the expected slpnal 
from two antennas  to  improve the signal  to-noise ratio and (2) measure 
the  relative  phase of   the signals at  the two antennas. 

P'ntographs  demonstrate the improved signal-to-noise ratio of the 
system. 

1.       INTRODUCTION 

Diversity combining is the process of ualng two or more signals 
of identical  intelligence received from two or more sources to produce 
a more  reliable  signal   containing the desired intelligence.    One com- 
bination method  is  the use of two receiving systems  to receive two dif- 
ferent carriers with identical modulation and co   Mning the detected 
outputs of  two receivers.     Such a system is  termed a post-detection 
frequency diversity  system. 

Similarly,  diversity may be accomplished by   receiving a single 
transmitted signal  tnxough two antenna systens and separate receivers, 
the antennas being at  differenr. locations.     Sincb   Ui<j  c-ai/.c carriTv   ' r" 
to be  received by both receivers,  it  is possible  to  combine the signals 
in the  receivers before detection.     Thia type of  system is called n 
predetection space diversity combiner. 

Other methods encompass time diversity,  signal  selection diver- 
sity,  and polarization diversity.     1« all case«  »  stwtiatieal, improve- 
ment  in slgnal>to-nolse  ratio is obtaired      Thus,   the goal of combining 
Is to assure that,   should one signal chanrel  fail due to fading or other 
reasons,   the other •vill  still provide the signal. 

Diversity differs   from redundancy  in the  following manner:     An AM 
dual-channel  pie- or pust-deSection combiner uystem with a unity slgnal- 
to-nolse  ratio In both channels can provide up to 3 db improvement  in 
signal-to-nolse  ratio over the signal   In either channel.     This increase 
depends upon the system used and Is due to the signals  in each channel 
being coherent,  whereas  the noise in the individual channels is uncor- 
related. 

A thorough discussion of diversity  is not  attempted here since 
numerous articles  rre  available in the literature.     One comprehensive 
article is  Lin^-r Diversity Combining Techniques by D,   G.  Brenan,  IRE 
Proceodlngs,  June   1959. 

2 .       DESCKIPTION OF 00MB1NER 

A dual-channel  diversity combiner wa*  constructed based primarily 
on two dual  IF telemetry receivers.     The   "ecelving system contained two 



antennas,  space and  polarization diversified,   two dual  IF receivers, 
throe FM detectors and the  combining circuitry. 

The overall  system was  designed to serve two purposes;   first,  tbe 
relative phase between the   cignals  in the  two antennas was  to be meas- 
ured.    This phase was exported to change at  rates up to 30 rad/sec. 
Secondly,  the signals  from the  two antennas were to be combined as a 
.space diversity  receiving system.     This paradoxical  situation was re- 
solved by ..sing bo-:h of the  IF amplifiers in each receiver and some 
additional  circuitry  to mix  the L0 of one  receiver with the signal in 
the other. 

A block diagram of  the  overall system is shew:, „n figure  1.    The 
first LO's of each receiver were tied together so that the two 30-lip 
IF's    obtained from the same carrier entering each antenna would be 
identical.     One common L0 could have been used,  but  should  it have 
failed;   the whole system would have been inoperative. 

In receiver 2 the 30-Mc signal  <3 converted to 5 Mc  by  the second 
LO.    This signal  Is amplified by IF amplifier 2a and fed to one input of 
a phase cooiparator. 

The 30 Mc of  receiver 1  is converted to 5 He by its  second LO. 
The frequency of this LO is voltage controllable,  however,  and Is main- 
tained at the proper frequency necessary to keep the 5-Mc IF in amplifier 
la identical with the 5 Mc  in amplifier 2a.     The two 5-Mr signals are 
phase locked by   the phase  comparator,  in which the  5 Mc  from IF strip 
2a is compared with the 5 Mc from IF strip la.    Any error voltage gener- 
ated due to phase differences is used to control the LO of receiver 1. 

Thus the two 5 Mc signals are phase coherent.     The phase detector 
maintains an inherent 90° shift between the two signals,   so the function 
of the adder is   to shift  on«  slcmnl   4-4S0 nnrt  the  other -45°,   thereby 
placing them in phase addition.    The tv.-o signals are then added In a com- 
mon plate load in the first  limiter stage of a conventional  llmlter-dls- 
crlminator detector. 

AGC voltage developed by the detector is  fed to both 30-Mc IF ampli- 
fiers and the 5-Mc amplifiers used for the com! Iner.    This, assures that, 
should the signal fade in one channel,  the AGC generated by the signal 
from the other channel will  suppress the gain of the low signal channel 
and thereby hold down the  noise fed to the combiner from that channel. 

The two 30-Mc IF signals (one in each receiver) will differ in phase 
due to the relative location of the transmitter to the two antennas. 
Also,  in the cast; of a spinning transmitter,  the polarization of the an- 
tennas, one RH and one Ul,  causes a frequency difference In the two re- 
ceivers equal to the spin  rate of the transmltter.ir 

-      Double Sideband Suppressed Carrier Modulator - Case OD 1205 Patent 
Disclosure  (DCFL),  J.   A.   Kaiser 
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The  rate at which  the  coat rolled LO mjbt  be able to corre<-'l   is de- 
termined by  inequalities   in  the phase response by  the  two  IF amplifiera 
and bpin acceleration  of  the   tr:'n?inJ i i.er,   that  is, with no modulation, 
if  the 3Ci-Mc signals  di tiered by  10 (.ps,  the controlled LO would have to 
be held 10 eps  freu  the  uncontrolled LO.     The  rate at which the spin 
varied from 10 cps   to some  o'her value would govern the  response time 
required by the JO control   ioop.     This would normally be a very slow 
rate — on the order of  a  few cps. 

As soon ft«  frequency  raodula* ir>n  is applied to the carrier,  the 30 
Mc in each receiver will   deviaU .     As  the  deviation takes  place,  the 
only difference between  the  two signals will  be due to differences in 
phase slopes of the  two systems,     Ihe  rare of pl.ase change will be the 
modulation rate times the phase rate difference,  which would place very- 
high-frequency response  requirements on the control system.     The major 
limiting  factor in upper  frequenry  response is  the signal delay  time 
through the  5-Mc  IF strip.     Thi'- delay time actually  limited the response 
of the control  system to  around 10 kc under its b^ jt operating conditions. 

Figure 2 shows,   from top ic bot'cm,   the  response curves of channel 
lb, 2b,  and the combined channel.    As can be seen  the response curves 
arc not  identical,   and the  signals  ir any  two channels wouli experience 
phase anomalies when modulated. 

Figure 3 shows  Lissajou patterns of  the phase relation between the 
two 5-Mc  IF signals  at  the  upper and lower limits of the IF passband. 
This picture was made with  an unmotiulated carrier  tuned plus and minus 
250 kc from the center frequency.    Figure 4 shows a Lissajou pattern 
generated by  (a)  an unmodulated carrier and  (b)  a carrier deviated about 
±200 kc at a l-kc  rate.     As would be expected  irom the  two ellipses at 
the odge  of the passband  (figure 3),   the modulated signal causes a blur 
as the elliptical  trace changes dimensions., 

Figure 5 shows  the ef f-.- •   ■■>! reducing  thf   signal   in each channel. 
The upper trace  represents  "o.   1 signal  out.pu*   (see block diagram).    The 
middle trace represrn^s No,   2 signal output  and  the  lower trace is the 
signal from the detector ol   the  combined IF amplifiers.     This  picture 
demonstrates  the  ability  of  the sy&lem *.o suppress the  noise generated 
by either channel when the signal  in  'hat ch.nnel  is  lost. 

Figure 6 shows the ability of the combiner to "pluck a signal from 
the noise." Here the Pi^nal< in both 'receivers were reduced until they 
became obscureri by noise. "tie r.cmbiner, due to its extra improved sig- 
nal-to-noise  ratio,  was  able   "o product   a still  visible  signal. 

In all cases the phofcographf were made using the modulation source 
as the synchroni7.ing signal  to the oscilloscope. 

Returning to  the block diagram,  i'   is  seen that  the  second L0 of 
receiver  2  is  sampled,   amplified and mixed with  a.» amplified  sample of 
the 30-Mc  IF of  receiver  1.     The 5 Mc in  If lb thus  is  a heterodyned 



replica u!   the signal   in antenna  1   anJ  the 5 Mc  in IF 2b siniiariy  rep- 
resents   tbe signal   \n  antenna 2       11 ;   due to spinning,   the   frequencies 
differ  in channel   1   and channel  2  by  a  few cps,   the phase detector COB- 
parinp.  IF's  lb and 2b will  deliver  an output   frequency proportional  to 
the spin  rale. 

In the bench set  up,  one  receiver was fed from a signal generator 
through a slotted "line,   the  other   rectiver was    ed from the tap on the 
line,     In this manner,   the  relative   p .ate of the  RF entering to the 
two  receiver^, could be varied Dy   sliding  the  tap along the line.     As 
the  tap was moveil,   the phase  angle   v-it   represented by a positive or 
negative voltage at  the  phase  detector,   »hlle the amplitude of the sig- 
nal   from the combiner  detect oi.   remainoti constant. 

If  the tic between  the   two  firsf  local  oeoillators were  removed, 
the 3ü-Mc  IF's would differ  by  about   30 kc      By  retunlng    the couibiner 
second LO slightly,   the  5-Mc  1T   ?  could be  phase  locked together,   that 
is,   the two second local  oscillators  -"ould be locked about 30 Kc apart, 
thus presenting two identical   o Mo  signals to the comb~ .ier phase com- 
parator.     The overall  system did not  wru-k so '.veil under these conditions 
as when the first LO's were   tied   ioge: ier      Also,  when operating with 
the  first LO's    unlocked,   the diffcrcncc   frequency would bw  displayed 
in the output of  the  RF Dhas« moatiuring detector,. 

Figures  7,   8,  9,  and !0ar<   ?che«a*lr   diagrams of  the various  sub- 
chasses used in the diversity   ■■omhiner. 

The author wishes   to express  appreciation  lor the work pcrfomed 
by Mr.   Nicholas Di^lario m  »he  layout and construction of the combiner 
suuchassi G. 
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Passband of 5 mc 
IF amplifier lb 

Passband of 5 mc 
IF amplifier 2b 

Passband of com-
cjUicQ J mc cii&iuici. 

Horizontal sweep is about 
300 kc per division 

Figure 2. Response Curves 



Carrier deviated 
+ 25Ü Kc from 
center frequency 

Carrier deviated 
- 25Ü Kc from 
center frequency 

Vertical signal is 5 Mc IF 
from channel 1 

IWl^ütal cisnal is 5 Mc IF 
from thannei 2 

Figure 3. Phase relationship betwceen 5 Mc IF signals o* 
channels 1 and 2 at edges of IF passband. 



Carrier un- 
modulated 

Carrier 
deviated 
-^00 Kc at 
1 Kc rate 

Vertical signal is 5 Mc IV 
from channel 1 

Horizontal signal is 5 Mc IF 
from channel 2 

Figure 4. Phase relationships between 5 Mc IF signal. 
of channels 1 and 2. 



Signal In channel 
2 reduced to noise 
level - Combined 
output remains clean 

Signal In channel 
1 reduced to noise 
level - Combined 
output remains clean 

signal out 
channel I 

signal out 
channel 2 

signal out 
combined channel 

signal out 
channel 1 

signal out 
channel 2 

signal out 
combined channel 

Figure 5. Ability of combiner Lu retain signal output 
when one channel fades. 



Signal« in both 
chMMMl« r«iluc««l 
to bolow Bdi»« l«v«l- 
CtmbinmA output ■till 
producus •ignal 

■iVMl Mt 
ChMMl  1 

tiVMl «It 
ehanMl 2 

SlfMl «It 
codbiMd el 

Figur« 6. Ability ot combiner to retain •ignel output 
when both channels fade. 
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